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Abstract

In today’s digitalized world, a lot of information is getting
online, and the size of online data is getting huge day by
day; thus, the field of data science emerged. Questions
arise when there is so much massive size of data. It also
makes it vulnerable to people who have malicious inten-
tions. The gateway for surfing the internet is the web
browser. Whether people use that for fair means or foul,
some data is precious and sensitive. In this research, a
related study about web browser forensics specifies its im-
portance in digital forensics. These studies mention the
techniques and tools for web browser forensics, investigat-
ing the Android platform as different web browsers pro-
vide their web applications. Considering all these stud-
ies, the authors go in various directions to extract evi-
dence from the browser. This research will utilize tools
like dumpzilla (based on python script), Bulk extractor,
and SQLite to extract the details of evidence like his-
tory URLs, Cookies, Add-ons, and web Sessions and saved
passwords in the cloud storage of the browser. For this,
A scenario in the virtual environment is created that the
victim browser could be exploited. Forensics tools run on
two different platforms, Kali Linux and Parrot Security
OS. Two other platforms are used to authenticate and ver-
ify shreds of evidence collected. There are limitations of
tools. While running on different platforms, they missed
capturing some shreds of evidence. After gathering the
data from the victim machine, the web browser activities
were predicted. There are limitations, and research offers
future scope by improving the tools’ performance—this
requires sound knowledge of python, access control, and
system architecture.

Keywords: Browser Forensics; Extracting Evidence;
Forensics Tools; Kali Linux; Parrot OS

1 Introduction

Digital forensics is used in auditing and investigating
whenever criminal activities were reported. DF is the
preservation of the artifacts collected. In this process,
there are four steps. The first step is the identification of
cybercrime activity what happened. Next is the extrac-
tion and preservation of pieces of evidence collected from
the crime scene. Then there is the thorough analysis of all
the facts and shreds of evidence contained. The last step
is the documentation of the whole case and forwards it to
further proceedings. In Digital Forensics, BF is the cen-
tral part as any activity starts through the browser. Many
obstacles come in this research as there is volatile data,
and challenging to recover the browsing history. In back-
ground study, the work of previous authors mainly con-
sists of focusing on the artifacts that are emails, browser
history, and images. In this research, cookies are focused
and are to be extracted using the forensics tools of Kali
Linux. Cookies can save plenty of information like the
web page’s language, websites we visit online shopping,
details, passwords, and most importantly it maps would
be very helpful in predicting the real cyber culprit who
exploited the browser. Man in the Browser (MITB) is the
type of cyber threat in which the hacker uses the browser
by identifying and hitting on its vulnerabilities. The pri-
mary victim of MITB is online banking transactions. The
hacker can alter the transactions and launch a DoS on
the bank server, making it unavailable to its legitimate
users. With such types of threats, it becomes necessary
to secure web browsing. Still, when it was exploited, dig-
ital forensics investigators must find out the cause of the
cyber-attack and make room for the future and overcome
the vulnerability that the attacker exploits.

Private browsing is one of the major issues highlighted
by [5]. Many browsers nowadays provide privacy modes
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like google incognito, where browsing history was not
mapped. That’s one of the significant issues. Suppose
forensics cannot find out what is surfed on the browser.
It will create problems in leading the investigation—their
research identifies the possible hidden privacy modes in a
web browser. Phishing attacks are common these days.
Most of the people receive emails scams like a Nigerian
widow is offering her seven hundred thousand dollars with
the link provided or youngsters mainly targeted by the
emails in which some company (which does not exist in
reality) offering them a job with a handsome amount of
salary and many more like this. So [6] elaborated on these
email scams and studied how to avoid malware/spyware
phished into your system.

In this discipline of web browsers, forensics legal and
technical aspects must be considered while conducting
a forensics investigation. A digital forensics investiga-
tor must know about these legal aspects to filing a solid
case [24] contributed to digital forensics technical develop-
ment by answering can browser forensics detect a criminal
tendency?, What are the legal aspects of conducting web
browser forensics? Software tools make our lives easy,
but there is still a need for expertise to utilize these tools
efficiently for this hands-on tool BrowStExplus studied
by [16] for web browser forensics. This tool is used to
map the storage of web browser details and helps in ex-
tracting the pieces of evidence. WBF is one of the major
domains in digital forensics as dependency on the inter-
net increases, thus increasing its vulnerability. Deleted
web data, private browsing modes, denial of service DoS
attackman in the browser all exploit the web browser
and become catastrophic for the online business and e-
commerce industry. One of the main obstacles that re-
frain digital forensics investigators from leading the inves-
tigation is the deleted history and using private browsing
modes. In this research, the main focus would be on inter-
net cookies that save many things, including online shop-
ping details, saved passwords, and one of the most impor-
tant things they mapped the browsing activity, which is
the key in web browser forensics investigation. For exam-
ple, an internal malicious user exploited the web browser
in an organization and leaked the company’s private in-
formation on the internet. The problem arises when the
investigators reach the IP address from where the infor-
mation is leaked, but after reaching that device, all the
data is vanished and is wiped out from the browser.

This addresses the main problem statement of this
project: “In an organization, an internal malicious
user leaked the confidential information on the
web by exploiting the browser and deleted all their
footprints. For that purpose, a forensics investi-
gation needs to extract all the pieces of evidence
like history, cookies, and saved passwords from the
cloud space provided by the browser.”
This research follows by utilizing digital forensics tools on
the victim’s device. The main tools that were used in this
project are ”Dumpzilla” and ”SQLite”.

1.1 Research Questions

As mentioned about the browser forensics earlier, the
main criminal activity starts from here and it may lead to
botnets and denial of service attacks. The main question
of this research arises as follow: Is it possible to run a
successful digital forensic investigation in the cir-
cumstances when all the browsing data is vanished
after being exploited? Following this question and to
barrier the research gaps, this research raises some ques-
tions that would lead to the solution of the problem state-
ment to solve the issue of browser cloud forensics investi-
gation.

� What would be the suitable technique to con-
duct browser forensic investigation and avoid
the chance of losing important shreds of evi-
dence? Browser data is sensitive and volatile. It is
difficult to prevent the data loss that would help lead
the investigation. It is also essential for the organiza-
tion to be equipped with evidence collection methods
and techniques.

� How to extract and predict the culprit? Here
comes the difficult part of the investigation. First,
in this research, the shreds of evidence are preserved
following the procedures of digital forensics investiga-
tion and compiling the report. Finally, the prediction
of browser activity to find the real culprit.

The sub-questions help the investigators in leading the re-
search. First of all, the researcher will extract the shreds
of evidence from the browser cloud by utilizing the tools
of Kali Linux. Some problem arises in experimental anal-
ysis while conducting the research this would be later dis-
cussed in this paper.

1.2 Paper Structure

Start with part one. The introduction briefly explained
the overall concept of research to be conducted and the
main hindrances that arise in investigation. It provides
the background about how other authors work on this in-
vestigation and how it will overcome the gaps. In the next
part, the literature would explain the researches of pre-
vious authors in this regard, then the thesis would come
towards the research methodology, which would elabo-
rate the research scenario of how the research is being
conducted in the environment when all the browsing data
has vanished. Then the experimental analysis gives the
simulations of the tools conducting the investigation. Af-
ter that comes towards the findings the problem arises
in the research then comes towards the conclusion and
future aspects of this research.

2 Literature Review

In the cyber world every day there are countless num-
bers of crimes reported each day which breached many
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gigabytes of online data. As the world is digitalizing, the
demand of securing the IT industry is a demanding topic
these days. Here comes the need for digital forensics and
investigation all the criminal activity. There are tools
available that need the expertise to capture the malicious
activity. Earlier this research, many authors work on this
problem as today’s world information is digitalized. All
your banking and financial details, health reports, and
personal credentials are online, making them vulnerable.
The beauty of the internet facilitates the users by coping
with any type of device connected to it. But in making
the architecture of the internet, the layers of TCP, the
main focus was on functionality. As time passed, security
becomes a loophole for the attacker and cyber criminals
to exploit the information.

The work of previous authors mainly centred on the
analysis of artifacts related to browser history, emails, and
images or videos are discovered or not. This research
is a step forward to find the cookies based on that the
behaviour of the malicious user on the browser can be
determined, and this can be compared with the history
and cookies of employees of the organization to find out
the real culprit.

In this project, we assume a case study in which a ma-
licious internal user of an organization exploits sensitive
information by leaking it on the internet. Someone from
the organization found the information randomly on the
internet and report it to the IT department. They imme-
diately call the digital forensics investigator. With some
initial investigation, the investigators found the PC’s IP
address from where the information leaked. Now they find
out that all the browsing history is deleted, and there is
no trace of malicious activity. First, they have to do some
research for such type of investigation problem, and with
the help of a digital forensics tool, the required shreds of
evidence will be extracted.

2.1 Related Study

Heading towards the research, we have to study the brief
idea of digital forensics, its significance in cyber security,
and the necessary investigation processes. What are the
main obstacles that arises and how to overcome these is-
sues smartly and bypass the obstacles that come in the
investigation? In understanding the main process, firstly,
let’s discuss the work of authors in this field.

The field of cyber security moves in both ways defense
and attack one can be on the defensive and attacking
side. The combination of both is efficiently elaborated
by [17]. They combine steganography and forensics with
running a security check and overcoming a vulnerability in
transferring information between users. In reviewing and
leading the digital forensics investigation as studied by [3].
Their framework consists of two steps or phases. The
first phase maps all are artifacts and shreds of evidence
collected from the crime scene during the investigation.
The next phase is the step-by-step and semi-automatic
way of investigating a cyber threat despite its intensity. In

this phase, first of all, there is the selection of CKC. Then
comes the identification by comparing the found CKCs
with the organization of the proposed artifacts. Then
find the correlation between the CKCs and the artifacts
presented. Then there is the construction of the chain of
artifacts CoA. After there is analysis of CoA.

Ensuring the quality of investigation and avoiding the
flaws and false shreds of evidence [4] gives the QA for the
DF investigation. Many practitioners or investigators face
challenges while investigating when they came across mis-
managed shreds of evidence. Like without proper preser-
vations and proper documentation of the artifacts that
can be utilized to solve the case. In this regard, the au-
thors proposed the mechanism of ”Verification of Digi-
tal Evidences” which helps practitioners keeping track of
all the artifacts and proper documentation of sensitive
evidences; without proper records, it would be trouble-
some to lead the investigation. This research is also get-
ting motivation concerning the work of [25]. They set up
a virtual environment, exploited IoT devices with Kali
Linux Tools, and conducted digital forensics experiments.
This research following the same footsteps in experimen-
tal learning.

Same in a virtual environment, a web browser is ex-
ploited. A web browser forensic investigation is run to ex-
tract the shreds of evidence from the browser in a virtual
setup and about the forensics tools, FTK imager is also
very beneficial in getting all the desired evidence from the
web browser studied and implemented [22]. The author
gives a detailed study about capturing the user activity
on a web browser by utilizing the FTK imager. Also [15]
provides the detailed research, tools, and techniques for
forensics analysis of shreds of evidence collected from the
web browser. The work of previous authors mainly cen-
tred on the analysis of artifacts related to browser history,
emails, and images or videos are discovered or not. This
research is a step forward to find the cookies because the
behavior of the malicious user on the browser can be de-
termined. This can be compared with the history and
cookies of employees of the organization to find out the
real culprit. There is also a study [12] in which the au-
thors discussed the compatibility and efficiency of tools
utilized for the Firefox browser.

Internet starts with the search engine, the web browser,
and the first thing that comes in search is URLs (uniform
resource locator). Data about data or Metadata need to
be grabbed when locating or mapping extensive search ac-
tivities. This research provides the framework for grasp-
ing the malicious browser activity like hate content or
leaking of sensitive information on social sites by exam-
ining and mapping URLs activities to guess the browsing
activity. It may help in guessing the browsing activity
of the particular user in case of an internal threat or case
when an internal malicious user exploits the system. This
approach is utilized in this search, but the target will be
to extract the cookies. Logging is one of the best ways
to keep the record or directory as in [7] authors discussed
logging with the help of it a user activity on the browser
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can be mapped. A log file helps to collect information
about the malicious internal user. All windows systems
have log files that keep the arbitrary data. It is called in-
dex.dat, which keeps all the data of websites visited from
the computer. Also, trace the log file [1], which gives
the techniques to identify and locate the log files of the
browser. Also contributed to analyzing the gathered in-
formation to find out the malicious activity.

Phishing is one of the major attacks that exploit com-
puters and mobile devices. Phishing emails are mostly
used in which a user receives an email of a job offering or
any marketing scam to overcome such spam. In phishing,
there is mostly the negligence of employees who do not
timely report any such incident. In a study by [11] they
discussed social cognitive theory (SCT) and cyber risk be-
liefs in SCT. Their major contribution is to give detailed
study about the careless attitude from the employees and
give awareness for cybersecurity. To secure the browser
from such intriguing mails a study by [9] conducted an
activity in which 985 participants take place. Their data
collected and analyzed have proposed a model for predict-
ing spam and phishing emails. Also, there is a need for
user awareness for securing their web browser from phish-
ing because you have applied the most advanced system
for security in an enterprise.

Still, there is the negligence of unaware employees that
puts the whole enterprise at risk. So [21] studied the be-
haviour of users and reactions when they received warn-
ings from the browser. Their results would help in im-
proving the browser’s security features. Authors (Peter
Snyder, 2018) give a cost-benefit approach to secure the
browser. They have made a simple extension to avoid the
CVE exploits that are available open-source. Another
study by [23] in which the proposed system is doing deep
scanning of emails and sorting them out in different cat-
egories like spam, important, etc. For securing the web
browser, one should be aware of the security configura-
tion features of the web browser. A study by [18] studied
more than a thousand configuration options for three ma-
jor web browsers. Out of that, they have found 13 useful
features for secure web browsing. A private web browser
that was continuously relocating the IP also makes it dif-
ficult in a forensics investigation, like Tor Browser. These
browsers camouflage the IPs and make it difficult to detect
and map the exact location of criminal/malicious activ-
ity. Regarding this issue [8] discussed about the forensic
of a tor browser. While discussing their design consider-
ations, the project is focused on expanding the previous
research to find out that there is an existence of the Tor
browser in windows 10. They’re also a case study on
”Epic” which is a private browser [14]. There is a study
about the harsh impact of usage of epic browsers for il-
legal activities like drug dealing and human trafficking.
They run live forensics on an epic browser to capture the
exact location of the desired shreds of evidence. Secondly,
by capturing the RAM they find out the digital artifacts
provided by the Tor browser. The malicious activity can
also be done through the android device as the browsers

provide the full compatibility in smartphones as well. To
run the forensics on the browser in a smartphone [20]. In
their framework, they extract the information from the
device like serial no, root access, or any sort of encrypted
files in the device. Then moved towards checking the root
access in the device.

They found the device is rooted, and then it will further
process for web browser forensics. Then another module
checks and calculates the artefacts and shreds of evidence
collected; then there is a thorough analysis of artefacts
and shreds of evidence collected.

There is also an issue of resource abuse studies by [2]
that there is a covert use of resources of machines for
crypto mining or crypto-jacking. Hackers made their
transactions in cryptocurrency for that they need the
heavily resource-rich device for this purpose. They use
botnets to exploit the machines and abuse their resources.
Authors have designed an algorithm to guard and protect
the browser if botnets exploit resources for crypto min-
ing. To secure the web browser, a fingerprinting method
was proposed by [10, 11] in which there is a transaction
on identity method imposed. Users with high likely hood
and based on their extracted features, they have gener-
ated an identity. Every time they browse on the internet,
they have to provide that ID for searching. Also, the US
patent [19] recommends the authentication factors for se-
cure web browsing. This related study is summarized in
Table 1.

2.2 Summarized Literature Review

In summarizing all the related studies mentioned above,
it gives the significance of browser forensics in DF as the
browser is just like the motherboard of connecting devices
to the internet world. Any activity on the internet starts
with surfing on the browser. It may be good and maybe
sometimes exploited by any malicious user from inside
the organization. Sometimes, it becomes cumbersome for
the DF investigators when all the browsing history were
deleted and someone is using a private browser like Tors.
Many browsers offer the private browsing mode or camou-
flage the IPs of the devices, which makes it challenging to
map the browsing activity, leading to the malicious user
that exploits the browser.

Prior authors have discussed web browser forensics in
this arena. The main focus was on extracting the ar-
tifacts and collecting the shreds of evidence. They are
going with extracting log files in the windows, utilizing a
tool like BrowStExplus. They were also utilizing android
toolkits for forensics and running algorithms for identify-
ing phishing attacks via email forensics. While conduct-
ing the digital forensics investigation, it is compulsory to
consider the legal and technical aspects mentioned in the
related study. This research will extract cookies from the
browser and save passwords by utilizing the forensics tool
dumpzilla and SQLite in the OS Kali Linux.

An experimental learning environment is set up to run
a digital forensics investigation on the exploited browser
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in the research scenario. By extracting the artifacts like
cookies, save passwords in the cloud environment pro-
vided by the browser.

The abbrevations used in Table 1 will be discussed in
appendix section at the end of this paper. The main re-
search objectives are as follow:

� Conduct a forensic investigation on browser cloud;

� Utilize tool to collect the artifacts and evidences;

� Bypass the hindrance of deleted browsing activities;

� Focused on extracting the cookies of the browser
which contains many information related to brows-
ing activity;

� Analyzing all the evidences to capture the malicious
internal user.

In concluding all the related studies, it’s elaborated
the importance of browser forensics in the world of digi-
tal forensics. Many authors researched it by utilizing dif-
ferent tools and techniques for the investigations. Also,
the legal and technical aspects are mentioned as a digi-
tal forensics investigator must be aware of these aspects.
Comparison to all the research mentioned in the related
study, and after studying their approaches, this research
will extract cookies from the browser. These cookies con-
tain many sensitive and volatile data that are very pre-
cious for investigators. Most of the investigations got
stuck without proper handling of the artifacts and after
losing the volatile data. This research utilizes the tool
dumpzilla. Dumpzilla is the digital forensics tool devel-
oped in python that provides many utilities in conducting
the digital forensics investigation on the browser. It helps
extract the volatile data and sensitive shreds of evidence
that would be a gem for investigators. Getting required
traces of evidence in the vital step investigations and after
that, there is also need to preserve these documents.

3 Research Methodology

Describing the qualitative investigation goals is under-
standing, explaining, discovering, and making theoretical
approaches and hypothetical information. Qualitative is
flexible structured it can be modified according to the
facts collected and gathered. Data collection in qualita-
tive the researcher is the main instrument for gathering
and processing the data. This qualitative data can be ob-
tained from various sources like conducting interviews of
relevant people of the field, focus groups analyzing and
studying the research topics on the basis of their find-
ings and observations. After that, the thorough and in-
tensive study of existing documents of the relevant field.
Describe here the three chapters from the book qualita-
tive research (Dawn Goodwin, 2019). It’s a difficult task
to assess and assure the validity and quality of qualita-
tive research because of its diversity. They mentioned
six methods: triangulation, respondent validation, clear
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exposition of data collection methods, reflexivity, atten-
tion to negative cases, and fair dealing. The theory has
an essential role in leading qualitative research. Some
considerations underpin the research strategy. They also
explained ontology in which is concerned with the ques-
tions. Also, epistemology is concerned with the theories
of knowledge.

The quantitative is mainly concerned with the statis-
tical and numeric data, logic, and an objective stance. It
is a systematic and empirical investigation of observable
phenomena via statistical and mathematical techniques.
It consists of large numerical data. After that, they con-
duct data analysis that to find correlations. It involves
the generation of data in a quantitative form which can
be subjected to rigorous quantitative analysis formally
and rigidly. While in mixed methods, there is a hybrid
of both qualitative and quantitative to research three dif-
ferent ways. In the first type, the quantitative data are
collected first and then the qualitative data. In this pro-
cess, the qualitative data were served to explain processed
quantitative data in contributing to the research. The
next type of research is in which first there is qualitative
then comes the quantitative for justification of qualitative
data collected earlier. The last type is the combined effect
of both qualitative and quantitative.

3.1 Research Design

It is moving towards the research design to identify the
purpose of this research and its outcomes. About the
book chapter (Woodrow, 2014), the first part of the re-
search design is to identify the research purpose. Follow-
ing this regard, the focus of this research is on web browser
forensics. Any activity on the internet starts with surf-
ing on web browse, whether for the searching purpose or
exploiting the legitimate resources of any enterprise. It
becomes challenging for the investigators to capture the
volatile data and manage sensitive shreds of evidence in
the environment of the exploited web browser. In this
regard, the purpose of this research would become:
“Extracting evidences with the approach of cap-
turing the cookies in the browser which contains
plenty of precious data that would lead the digital
forensics investigation in right direction”

The next step is identifying the variables, whether it is
an independent variable (IV) that impacts the outcome
of the dependent variable (DV), that is, the outcome it-
self. In this research, the impact of extracting the cook-
ies, passwords, add-ons, sessions, etc. (independent vari-
able) with the help of forensics tools (independent vari-
able) to run the browser forensics. From that, the vari-
ables are measured. Then decide how these variables will
be measured, it is by extracting cookies with the help of
dumpzilla and checking the browser details with the help
of SQLite. After that analyze all the variables, our main
target is to find the internal malicious user. This can be
done by setting up a virtual environment in which a dig-
ital forensic investigation is run to collect all the cookies

Figure 1: Research design

and then it’s analyzed. As mentioned in the proposal, we
are assuming that we have found out the machine that is
exploited to leak the data on the internet. Now data from
all the devices in that department is analyzed. After that,
the data collected from the exploited machine was com-
pared with the collected data of all other department’s
machines. After that, the report was compiled, and the
process is as Figure 1.

3.2 Choosing Research Method

They discuss all the related studies work in digital foren-
sics, specifically in web browser forensics. Most of the
authors use logging like keeping the record files of all the
browsing activity. Some are capturing the RAM file us-
ing disk image forensics to get all the activity during web
surfing. There is also the discussion of legal and technical
aspects of digital forensics research. A DF investigator
must be aware of all the legal and technical aspects of the
investigation.

In this research, following the research design, the ap-
proach collects the shreds of evidence from the web cook-
ies. These cookies are basically the messages that a web
server sends to your web browser when you visit inter-
net sites. It’s a term of a UNIX program that is Fortune
Cookie which contains all the browsing activity informa-
tion. This research aims to get these cookies pulled out
from the browser and start the investigation. The method
chosen in this search is the hybrid of qualitative and quan-
titative analysis. The mixed methodology is in which first
the related researches are thoroughly studied and run an
experiment of extracting artifacts from the victim ma-
chine and concluding the results.

After cookies, we must move towards other data and
the saved passwords of different sites that an internal ma-
licious user used for various sites, which could be a gem
in extracting more details and making the investigation
more concise. Sessions are also important evidence in
guessing and predicting the malicious activity along with
the Add-ons and all the important URLs we can extract
by utilizing our tools in the environment or lab we set up
for the investigation.
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4 Investigation and Analysis

Getting started with the investigation, we have to set up
an environment to conduct the investigation, set up all
the necessary tools, and fulfill all the dependencies. Move
with the assumption that the investigation has traced the
IP addresses of the machines that are being exploited. As
they reached that machine, investigators found out that
all the browsing activity had vanished, creating a big hur-
dle in their investigation. They need to extract out all the
sensitive shreds of evidence, including sessions, cookies,
add-ons, passwords, etc. First, we have set up a forensics
environment. We have setup Kali Linux, an operating
system providing a platform for penetration testing and
digital forensics.

Similarly, another competitor operating system for
penetration testing and forensics is used which ”Parrot”.
Using two operating systems makes the investigation more
precise and authentic as there is cross-check of results
from two different platforms. Experimental analyses are
the most critical part of any research, which decides the
contributions of the author. Here either you have reached
the desired results and contribute by suggesting the gate-
way toward the solution of the identified problem. On
the other way around, after so much intensive work, the
desired outcomes are not achieved and, in the end, the
research is not going the way you anticipated. In such
a case, the author’s contribution is that he/she has done
so much study to identify the problem and formulate a
hypothesis to get the solution. After conducting the in-
tensive series of experiments and calculations when the
anticipated method did not lead to the desired solution,
the author saved the time of many researchers. The con-
tribution is his or her wide range of study to save the
time for literature review and guide the researchers that
the anticipated method does not lead towards solution it
is either stuck at the end.

4.1 Project Implementation

Following the methodology of the project. The imple-
mented technique or method here is the mixed method-
ology the combination of qualitative and quantitative re-
search. First, a detailed study has been conducted for the
problem identification in which the researches of various
authors are mentioned in the detailed study section. This
study includes digital forensics’ legal and technical as-
pects to extracting artifacts, sensitive shreds of evidence,
and volatile data. These authors work on separate iden-
tities like email forensics to detect and prevent phishing
attacks. Then some are using log-based analysis to get
the log files of saved browsing activities. Some are using
image extracting tools to recover the browser’s log files in
the hard disk image. Also the method of capturing RAM
to access the volatile data of the browser.

All these researches and experimental analyses are
leading towards extracting as much data as it makes the
investigation more authentic and more precise. But there

Figure 2: Project implementation

are a lot of methods to pull the same shreds of evidence.
This research shows all the shreds of evidence, includ-
ing the most critical cookies, sessions, passwords, Add-
ons, etc. by utilizing ”Dumpzilla” and ”Bulk Extractor”.
There is the setup of the virtual environment in which
as per assumption the victim machine is found out which
is used in the exploitation of the browser. On this ma-
chine, investigators installed two operating systems ”Kali
Linux” and ”ParrotOS” which extract the necessary data
nd shreds of evidence. The project implementation is il-
lustrated in Figure 2.

4.2 Experimental Enviornment

Coming towards our digital forensics lab where the inves-
tigation will capture the cyber culprit/internal malicious
user who has exploited the browser and tries to hack into
XYZ organization’s database to get the sensitive informa-
tion. Moving with the assumption that forensics experts
have traced the IP address of the victim machine, but on
reaching that machine, they have found out that all the
data has vanished, here comes the hurdle and basis of this
research.

There is a need to extract all the data from the browser,
including sessions, Add-ons, cookies, and saved pass-
words. In our lab, we have setup KL and POS in which
we are utilizing forensics tools like dumpzilla and bulk ex-
tractor, and auxiliary SQLite information of history. The
same experimental analysis on two OS makes the research
more precise and authentic when verification from more
than one source. So moving towards the investigation.

4.3 Investigation in Kali Linux

First, we are extracting the shreds of evidence in the
kali Linux lab the required shreds evidence. Let’s start
with extracting the history of the browser by running the
dumpzilla. Starting with dumpzilla

From Figure 3, we can see the interface of dumpzilla
and how it makes our work easy. To get the best use of
these tools in investigation, an investigator must acquire
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Figure 3: CLI view of Dumpzilla

Figure 4: Mozilla profile

the sound knowledge and hands-on command on Linux
usage. Linux gives many utilities over windows, but this
is not the discussion of this research. In the interface, it
has been seen that the tools instruct extracting the data.
Starting with history extraction, we have to locate the
browser default file hidden in the system then run that
file on forensics investigation. In Figure 4, we get into the
directory to locate the default file of the browser.

By running some simple commands on Linux, the in-
vestigator’s life becomes more accessible and he gets into
the default file of the browser from the victim machine.
Now, this critical file is to be used in leading the inves-
tigation towards predicting the browsing activity of the
malicious user.

By getting the comprehensive data, we run the com-
mand –All to get complete information about the browser
then get step by step into it. The process is shown in Fig-
ure 5.

Summarizing the above-collected data information we
have got the overall scenario of how much the browser is
exploited. So, in Table 2 have a summary of gathered

Figure 5: Summary of fetched data

Figure 6: Extracted history

information.

Table 2: Summarized extracted data

Evidence Frequency of Data

Cookies 290
Passwords Decode 0 (no Saved Passwords)

URLs 116 saved URLs
Sessions 0
Add-ons 0

Bookmarks 10

Now we have moved towards the step-by-step extrac-
tion of all the shreds of evidence collected. From above,
the frequency of traces of evidence collected now by look-
ing deep into that, the required piece of data is sorted
out in coming steps. Moving towards history first. An
extracted record is shown in Figure 6.

The figures mentioned above contain all the details
about browser history, after deeply analyzing the history
details gathered from previous suspicious activities, it has
been found that the malicious internal user has tried to
make identity anonymous by using Tor browsing and tries
to learn about the phishing attacks to trap the company’s
CEO (mostly they are non-technical people and seldom
care about such things). Also, he is continuously surfing
to find out ways of accessing the dark web that might
exploit the department’s PCs for unfair means and activ-
ities. Summarizing the history details in Table 3.

From the above tabular data of historical details, the
internal malicious user continuously searches the mali-
cious things dark web, phishing, and techniques to in-
stall malware and Trojans. On the basis of these searches
found from the victim machine, the same data was ex-
tracted from the other PCs of the department, and after
that, we will compare and analyze to find out who is the
real culprit who used someone else computer to exploit the
data and for malicious and illegal activities. From cap-
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Figure 7: Extracted cookies

Figure 8: Extracted bookmarks

turing the Tor browser access from the history, it’s been
confirmed that the malicious user has actions on ”Dark
Web”; otherwise, nobody needs a Tor browser for any fair
method. It has been concluded that he might be selling
enterprise’s sensitive data to some black hat hackers on
the Dark Web. But this can be done when the culprit is
being caught then police and investigation agencies will
take care of it. Now let’s move towards the cookies ex-
traction in Figure 7.

From cookies extraction, it gives us the complete de-
tails about the browser activity. It provides the details
about the sessions created, domain name, hostname, ex-
piry whether it HTTP or HTTPS its value and all this
information from the vanished computer helps a lot in
leading the research and closing the case for final analysis
now moving towards the bookmarks saved. Extracting
and summarizing bookmarks in Figure 8.

It can see the bookmark’s details that the malicious
user has activities on the tor browser. Now it’s sure that
he has some linkages on the dark web and might be selling
companies sensitive on illegal websites. To further verify
shreds of evidence collected and count the emails present

Figure 9: Extracted add-ons

Figure 10: Extracted sessions

in the browser, another tool, ”Bulk Extractor” is used for
further investigation.

Now moving towards the Addons, Passwords, Thumb-
nails and further data extraction is shown in Figures 9,
10, & 11.

Now for the Bulk extractor, it can use in terminal
mode, and it also provides GUI for the extraction of data.
First, let’s launch the Bulk extractor, which is shown in
Figure 12.

Here adopting the methods of experts, the tool is uti-
lized in the terminal and command line to run the investi-
gation. In this tool, there are utilities in which it creates
a whole folder for the directories and all the shreds of ev-
idence it has collected from the victim machine. Starting
with Bulk extractor shown in Figure 13.

Here the data extracted from the browser is saved in
the folder created by the Bulk extractor (see Figure 14).
This tool provides the extracted data from the file direc-
tory and keeps it in a folder created. It can also scan
the image files, but here in this research, the approach is
to get the file directory for investigation. The above also
concluded that it has been found from vanished data that
491 Email features were present there. Here the folder cre-
ated ”Case-1-internal threat”, which contains all the data
collected from the file directory, and it also has SQLite
auxiliary file for further verification of shreds of evidence.
The given snapshot gives details about the files created
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Figure 11: Extracted bookmarks

Figure 12: Bulk extractor CLI view

Figure 13: Bulk extractor performing data extraction

Figure 14: Bulk extractor data

https://duckduckgo.com/?q=.onion+browsingt=ffab
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=available+phishing+links+to+target+CEOSt=ffab
https://www.phishprotection.com/blog/the-top-5-phishing-scams-in-history-what-you-need-to-know/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=how+to+install+malware+through+phishingt=ffab
https://enterprise.comodo.com/how-to-install-trojan-virus.php
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=access+darkwebt=ffab
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Figure 15: Folder created by bulk extractor

Figure 16: Data of SQLite DB

in folders shown in Figure 15.

Here from the above screenshot, it can be seen that
there is the extension (add-ons) of the privacy modes of
web browser that is been missed by the dumpzilla. Also
with this tool, the shreds of evidence are authenticated
and provide us all the details, and helps in compiling all
the data. Now with auxiliary SQLite DB browser, we get
some information as Bulk extractor also saves data in the
files of SQLite database, shown in Figure 16.

By seeing the details on the database created by the
SQLite, it gives all the necessary information which was
created by the Bulk extractor. Here as focusing on the
cookies in Figure 17, many of them are captured for lead-
ing the investigation.

The dumpzilla missed this extension information, but
the auxiliary database of SQLite is recovered. Ending
this discussion here that in the forensic lab setup differ-
ent tools are utilized to get the data identified from the
related study. First dumpzilla is utilized to collect the im-
portant evidences and mentioned above. Then Bulk ex-
tractor is used to get the information that the dumpzilla

Figure 17: Data analytics from SQLite DB

Figure 18: Total information gathered in Parrot OS

Figure 19: History extraction in Parrot

cannot trace. It not only extract the evidence but also
gives the log data in the folder. Then SQLite data base
is utilized to get the details about the cookies and the
extension that missed by dumpzilla.

As far as the precious information is gathered from
utilizing the tools of digital forensics in the previous sec-
tion. Now comes the part of analysis and authentication
of these factors and evidence. For making the investiga-
tion precise, the same tools and techniques are run on
another operating system, the ”Parrot”. Parrot Security
OS is also a compatible system for penetration testing
and digital forensics research. It’s the competitor of Kali
Linux here in this research it is utilized to get authenti-
cation of all the gathered data and evidences. The same
investigation is run on parrot OS.

4.4 Investigation in Parrot OS

Starting with the Parrot OS, it’s also linux system that
has debian system. Provides many tools for ethical hack-
ing as well as digital forensics. The same dumpzilla is run
on Parrot to get the results and compare with the results
of Kali to verify the evidence collected. Staring with the
extraction of history and then compare the results for au-
thentication. Attaching the history snapshot from parrot
OS in Figure 18.

As mentioned above in Figure 19, Parrot extracts the
same results from the Kali Linux by the dumpzilla. Now
summarize the results from both Kali Linux and Parrot
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Figure 20: Bulk extractor CLI view in Parrot

Figure 21: Bulk extractor data extraction

is as in Table 4.

Table 4: Analysis of evidence extraction from both OS
Kali Linux Parrot Security OS

.onion routing Trojan Horse Installation
tor browser Exploiting enterprise

Database
Phishing attacks to target
company CEOs

Access Dark web with tor
browser

Malware installation Phishing attacks to target
company CEOs

Exploit company machine Cryptojacking
Darkweb Tor browser

From the above comparative analysis, it shows that
the results are almost the same. Duplicate history titles
have been extracted from both Kali Linux and Parrot
Security OS. After getting the same effect of accessing Tor
browser and exploiting enterprise databases and botnets.
It has been confirmed that the internal malicious user has
some connections with dark web users and tries to sell the
company’s sensitive data on the dark web. Now dumpzilla
comparison is verified, moving towards the comparison of
bulk extractor results. The same Bulk extractor tool is
run on Parrot to find out the email features that were
missed from the dumpzilla. In Figures 20 and 21 shows
the result of Bulk extractor.

Analyzing the above, it’s found out that there might be
some glitch in dumpzilla running on Kali Linux because
it has missed the count of verified emails from here. Now
check the folder that is the key feature of Bulk extractor
that it creates a folder and log all the files of the directory.
The attached snip of Figure 22, the folder created by the
Bulk extractor in Parrot:

Here it can be seen that the Bulk extractor in Parrot
might have missed the extensions that it has captured

Figure 22: Folder created by Bulk extractor

Figure 23: SQLite DB browser data

in Kali Linux. Comparing both and getting verified step
by step, some glitches in running tools on the different
operating systems are missing evidence. But running the
same tool on different platforms gives us the advantage of
covering each other’s drawbacks. Like if dumpzilla missed
any evidence Bulk extractor captured it, and so on. Now
the last step is to get the auxiliary information of the
SQLite database browser, which keeps the log of all files
of the browser is shown in Figure 23.

It can be seen that SQLite Db in Parrot did not capture
all the cookies as it logs the details of cookies so here,
Kali Linux overcomes the Parrot gives verified details of
the Cookies, which helps in leading the investigation.

In concluding the experimental analysis chapter, there
is a need to mention the importance of web browser foren-
sics in digital forensics again. Every cyber-criminal activ-
ity starts with the web browser because it is the gateway
to get anywhere on the internet, especially in the dark
web. From the related study, the authors are going in
various directions. In contrast, after a thorough study, it
is found that these different skills might be a problem for
investigators as most of them are not experienced in pro-
gramming. So, this research adopts the approach of uti-
lizing digital forensics tools to get the identified outcome
or variables. Then comes the problem of authentication
and verification of tools results. For this purpose, the
same tools run on two different platforms in Kali Linux
and in Parrot OS. In analyzing and comparing the results,
some things are missed by tools in Kali that are overcome
by the same tool when it runs on Parrot and vice versa.
In the end the experiment becomes successful in extract-
ing data Cookies, URLs, history details, etc. The same
information is gathered from the other computers of the
department is extracted, and results are compared if the
browsing activity of computer slangs been matched, then
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the culprit is caught in the virtual scenario who have ex-
ploited the browser.

5 Observations and Key Findings

In light of all the results from the experimental analy-
sis, it’s been observed that malicious users exploited the
browser. By following the history extracted from the vic-
tim machine, it’s been observed that the user continu-
ously tried to access the dark web from inside the depart-
ment. Based on these browsing activities it can easily
be observed the malicious intentions of the user. The
script of dumpzilla written on python is designed on the
basis of access control. There is different access of dif-
ferent features and directories of machine. If there are
rights from admin, only superuser or admin can add or
delete if there is user login on the machine than user can-
not install or delete program inside the machine. A US
patent (United States Patent No. US10579995B2, 2020)
Elaborated about the access control in which the device’s
utility is extended by allowing the user to get full access
of the device. This can become the reason of exploita-
tion because the system administrator allows the max-
imum access to increase the utilities and boost up the
performance of work from the employee. But this also
questions the security of the system. If the administrator
allows some of its access rights to the users or employ-
ees, it jeopardizes the security. No mechanism can find
the malicious intentions of the user. In this case, this
maximum access control becomes the vulnerability of the
system’s security, and the user exploited the browser ex-
ploiting his full access to the sites. The SA should harden
the system according to the standard operation of pro-
cedures (SOPs) by the vendor whose devices are being
used by the enterprise. If the department is using win-
dows server 2016 than the system administrator should
follow all the SoPs for hardening of server as provided
by Microsoft (Microsoft, 2017). In most digital forensics
cases, it’s been coming out in the investigation that there
is no following of the SoPs for hardening the system ad-
ministrator system. Thus, this carelessness most of the
time from IT department becomes a vulnerability. This,
when being exploited by someone inside becomes the risk
and ends up in losing a lot of sensitive data and private
information. As discussed by the (Zang, 2019), machine
learning-based systems detect suspicious behaviour from
internal users based on denoising autoencoders. As this is
not the domain of this research but giving this suggestion
based on related study and from the experimental analy-
sis, the main reason that leads towards the exploitation of
web browser is not following the SoPs for the hardening
of the system.

Digital forensics comes at the part of auditing and in-
vestigating of the systems and databases. As this research
is conducted on the virtual environment in which browser
is being exploited and investigation is conducted to find
out the evidence which is being analyzed to predict the

linkages of malicious user in the dark web, this finding
leads to further investigation to the malicious user. In
light of related study and results from the experimental
analysis, the key findings are being summarized as follow:

� The major finding is the weakness in the systems.
In many enterprises most of the systems are not
properly hardened which leads vulnerability and af-
ter that it is exploited by the internal malicious user.

� The script of Dumpzilla is written in python, which
focused on the access control techniques. Although
there is logging of all the browsing activity data in
the system hard drive which can be extracted by uti-
lizing disk image extractor method or by getting files
through directories.

� Disk image method may fails when the disk is dam-
aged. But here in this research directory of file gives
the advantage as it locates the exact position of data
stored in the hard drive to extract the evidences like
history URLs, cookies, extensions, add-ons despite
the fact that the web browser data is being vanished.

� There might be some data that is being missed by
the Dumpzilla so another tool bulk extractor is used
in assistance of main tool.

� Bulk extractor tool not only provides the utility of
extracting evidences but also it makes the case folder
in which it saves all the evidences.

� Than SQLite browser that saves all the browsing
gives some auxiliary information about the evidences.

� For checking the authenticity and verification of the
evidences collected, the same tools are run on two
different platforms Kali Linux and Parrot Security
OS.

It’s been found out that both platforms provide different
utilities, while comparing the data gathered it almost the
same but there are some limitations that Bulk extractor
missed some files in running on Parrot as compare to Kali.

6 Conclusion and Discussion

In the process of this research, first, we did the theoretical
implementation. Relevant papers, articles, book sections
that are readily available on the internet is studied to
identify the research problem. In this qualitative part
of the research, previous studies’ findings include email
forensics that gives information about phishing attacks.
This phishing was exploiting the user machine by using it
resources. There is a discussion on web browser forensics
that most authors extract artefacts and evidence with dif-
ferent techniques, as mentioned in the related study por-
tion. These studies provide the various ways of extracting
the same data, collecting data from previous research, and
analyzing the details; this research goes with finding the
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simple method for extracting the evidence. Also, there
is a discussion of legal and technical aspects of digital
forensics that an investigator must be aware off.

After identifying the research problem in an organi-
zation, an internal malicious user leaked the confidential
information on the web by exploiting the browser and
deleted all his/her footprints. For that purpose, a foren-
sics investigation needs to extract all the evidence like his-
tory, cookies and saved passwords from the cloud space
provided by the browser. So, an experimental setup is be-
ing arranged in a virtual environment. The lab is set up
in two different Kali Linux and Parrot Security OS plat-
forms for the quantitative part. The forensics tools like
dumpzilla and bulk extractors are used. SQLite database
is used in auxiliary with these tools to get the required
information. The target data to capture is History, URLs,
Cookies, Sessions, Add-ons, Extensions, etc. Two differ-
ent platforms were used to verify the authenticity of the
evidence collected. The dumpzilla is missing some data
and bulk extractor in Kali, and some is missed when the
same tools run on Parrot OS. So in this way both plat-
forms fills each other’s gaps that arise in research. After
that the mixed method research is completely conducted
when the data from the victim machine is being matched
with another machine and the user of that machine is
being captured for further investigation

6.1 Contributions of Research

As discussed earlier in chapter three that research can go
in both ways. Either it leads to the solution of identi-
fied problem via procedural steps (may be qualitative or
quantitative or both). In this type the solution acquired
from the study or experimental results is the contribu-
tion of the research. In other words, after identifying the
problem when the procedural steps, tools and suggested
techniques do not lead towards the required solution. It
still considers contribution because the authors saved the
time of other researchers by giving a vast literature re-
view and guide about the path to save the time of other
researchers.

This research is being adopted and going with the
mixed method. The main contribution is providing the
path for leading the digital forensics investigation with
the help of tools including dumpzilla, Bulk extractor, and
SQLite database browser. After identifying the problem
with the related study, it’s been said that the browser
is the gateway for the whole internet. Where you want
to go on the internet, the gate is from the web browser.
So browser is the most vulnerable part it needs to be se-
cured. A virtual environment is set up in which a scenario
is created where a machine’s browser exploits malicious
activity. To verify results were generated from the ex-
perimental analysis, the same tools are running on two
different platforms, and the results are analyzed. The
major contribution is finding out the carelessness of en-
terprises that they do not follow the standard operational
procedures for hardening systems. Summarizing the con-

tributions as in Table 5.

Table 5: Contributions of research
Contributions Type of Study

Enterprise not following
the SoPs for system hard-
ening

Qualitative and Quantita-
tive

Dumpzilla script focused
to get the root access in
the system

Quantitative

Providing solution with
utilizing tools of digital
forensics

Qualitative

Authenticating evidences
by running tools on differ-
ent platforms

Quantitative

6.2 Conclusion

In concluding all the research discussed in the research,
it is supposed that web browser forensics has sound im-
portance in digital forensics research. As mentioned in
a related study, discussing work on authors is from us-
ing browser forensic tool, running browser forensics on
the android toolkit, and suggesting techniques on avoid-
ing phishing attacks via emails to the legal and technical
aspects of digital forensics research. All this done in the
qualitative part of the research identifies the importance
of browser forensics and identifies the problems in running
an investigation. After a thorough study of the related
articles, this research approach utilizing digital forensics
tools dumpzilla, Bulk extractor and SQLite were selected
for analysis. In the quantitative part, a virtual environ-
ment was set up, moving with the assumption that the in-
vestigators traced the victim machine’s IP while reaching
that machine. The web-browser data is vanished by the
malicious user. Then investigation runs on two different
platforms including Kali Linux and Parrot Security OS to
authenticate the evidence collected from the experimen-
tal analyses. The data collected from all the devices in
the department then it’s compared. The culprit is caught
when the victim machine’s data was matched with the
PC in the department, and the user is caught for further
investigation. It has also been found out that the main
vulnerability is the enterprise not following the standard
operating procedures for system hardening.

6.3 Limitations of Study

Every research has limitations, in this research so far it
has achieved the targets of extraction of data from the web
browser. But the tools has its limitations like in conduct-
ing the investigation dumpzilla has missed the extensions
saved in the browsers. Although these extensions get ex-
tracted by the Bulk extractor, it still did not extract all
the saved extensions. Also, the SQLite has missed some
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URLs that being visited by the malicious user. Also, there
are still many ways to get this research conducted as it
can be more study of related articles.

6.4 Scope of Future Work

In the future study of this research, there is scope for
good python programmers and computer experts who are
aware of the software architecture and the architecture
of operating systems. Also, research in access control is
required as this research focuses on getting deep into the
system to extract the evidence. A good python program-
mer makes the script of an existing tool more improved,
plus the sound knowledge of operating systems and ac-
cess control can penetrate deep into the systems. With
the combination of all these, research can be conducted on
the weaknesses of dumpzilla, and bulk extractors and new
tools can be developed that can do similar tasks better.
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